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Above all, we must realize that no arsenal, or no weapon in the arsenals of the
world, is so formidable of the will and moral courage of free men and women. It
is a weapon our adversaries in today's world do not have. It is a weapon that we
as Americans do have. Let that be understood by those who practice terrorism and
prey upon their neighbors.

On a crisp, sunny day in January 1981, Ronald Reagan delivered the first

inaugural address to mention terrorism. Terrorism was already very much in the minds of

ordinary Americans. In many towns, yellow ribbons had appeared around trees,

symbolizing a community of concern and the hope for the safe return of the hostages held

in Iran. As the new president spoke, the last of the Iranian hostages were released from

444 days of captivity.

In Washington, some Reagan appointees hinted that the President intended to use

the terrorism issue to establish a stark difference from Jimmy Carter. Throughout the

campaign Reagan had hammered away at the theme that the Carter administration was

weak, that a nation's resolve was a wasting asset and had to be used. Citing unnamed

sources, conservative columnists Rowland Evans and Robert Novak wrote the day of the

Inauguration that "Reagan's top national security officials are moving against a global

curse. They have quietly sworn to start an immediate international effort to reduce the use

of terror as an international political weapon."1

Rowland Evans and Robert Novak, "Never Again," Wednesday, 21 January 1981, The Washington Post.



The quotations in the Evans and Novak piece suggested that they had spoken to at

least one member of the incoming administration's foreign policy team. Secretary of

State-designate Alexander M. Haig, Jr. had unusual policy experience with

counterterrorism. In the Nixon administration, as deputy national security advisor, he had

been responsible for monitoring the Middle East and had briefed the President on

hijackings and bombings in the region. But at that time he had not rated the threat of

terrorism as a major challenge. Instead it was his personal experience in surviving a

terrorist attack five years after Nixon's resignation that made Haig's commitment to a

policy of counterterrorism visceral.

Just a week before he was to retire from the post of Supreme Allied Commander,

Europe in 1979, Haig had been the target of an unsuccessful assassination attempt. The

aftermath of the attack was as chilling for Haig the policymaker as the attack had been

traumatic for him as a man. A few days after the incident, he had called Stansfield Turner

to ask for the CIA's assessment of which group had been behind the attack.2 Turner's

response surprised him. "Belgian nihilists were responsible," explained the Director of

Central Intelligence. "Belgian nihilists?" Haig replied incredulously, "there aren't any."

"I don't know," said Turner, "but we think it was Belgian nihilists."

Dissatisfied with what the CIA had to offer, Haig contacted the West German

intelligence service, the Bundesnachrichtensdienst [BND], which within a matter of

weeks came back with strong evidence from an informant in the East German secret

police that the Baader-Meinhof gang had planned the attack in a KGB safe house in

Belgrade. The West Germans believed that Baader-Meinhof benefited from substantial

East Bloc assistance. Walking the cat back, Haig understood that the Soviets had tried to

have him killed.

Haig's personal brush with international terrorism left him both convinced of the

real threat that it posed to US personnel and the inability of the US government to

understand or take action against it. A quarter of a century later, Haig would still shake

his head at the idea that the CIA believed that he was targeted by Belgian nihilists.

Whatever doubts Haig had before, this brush with death convinced him that terrorism was

: Interview with Alexander M. Haig, Jr., 23 January 2004.



a favored tool of the East Bloc in the cold war struggle. Turner's acceptance of the idea

that some self-starters from Brussels could have pulled off the attack demonstrated how

out of touch the CIA was with the threat looming before the country in 1981.

Within days of the inauguration, Haig worked to put counterterrorism at the top of

the Reagan Administration's foreign policy agenda. He arranged for terrorism to be

featured at the first National Security Council meeting of the new administration,

scheduled for Saturday, January 24, 1981.

To give the main briefing he called on one of the few holdovers from the Carter

administration, Anthony Quainton, the head of State's office of combating terrorism and

the chair of the Interagency Working Group on Terrorism. "I was quite surprised when

Haig called," Quainton recalls.3 He was at home doing some chores outside his lovely

home in Northwest Washington. "Haig asked me whether I could be ready to give a

presentation to the NSC about our counterterrorism capabilities." Haig then wanted to

know what Quainton would say. Still dressed for the outdoors, Quainton laid out what he

could talk about. "Good," Haig replied, "I'll have you picked up in my car and we can

ride together."

Besides the members of the NSC, key figures of the intelligence community

attended Quainton's presentation, which was the first time in the Reagan administration

that this group gathered to discuss terrorism.4 If Haig's goal was to give the President an

opportunity to signal to his national security team that counterterrorism would be a

priority in the first year, the presentation was a failure. "Reagan was fast asleep within

fifteen minutes," Quainton remembers. Edwin Meese, III however, who was the

President's coordinator for both foreign and domestic policy was very alert and asked

good questions. This cheered Quainton but would ultimately mean very little to Haig,

who viewed Meese as a rival.

3 Interview with Anthony Quainton, 30 September 2004.
4 The following attended besides President Reagan: The Vice President, the Secretary of State, the
Secretary of Defense, the Attorney General, the Directors of the FBI and NSA and the Director of Central
Intelligence, Edwin Meese, James Baker, the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs and
the Head of the Secret Service. See Richard V. Allen, "Meeting with Interagency Working Committee on
Terrorism," 24 January 1981, Terrorism [1 of 9], Bush Vice Presidential records, National Security Affairs,
GHWB Library, College Station.



On paper Edwin Meese, the Counselor to the President, had enormous power in

the early days of the Reagan administration. Reagan's transition team had decided to de-

emphasize the National Security Advisor and the NSC staff in the new government.

Richard Allen, the incoming National Security Advisor, reported directly to Meese as did

the President's chief economic advisor, Martin Anderson.5 Richard Allen would be the

first Assistant for National Security Affairs not to have direct access to the President.

Like Haig, Meese brought some personal experience to the issue of terrorism. In

California he had managed Governor Reagan's handling of the weathermen and Patty

Hearst cases.6 Also like Haig, he tended to view terrorism as a byproduct of the Cold

War, with Moscow the heart and soul of this international menace. Although most of

Carter's NSC was dismissed, Meese intended to keep Brzezinski's counterterrorism

advisor, Colonel William Odom, who was known to be a hardline anti-communist.

At a meeting with Odom in the first days of the new Administration, Meese laid

out for him what he felt the US government needed to do to combat terrorism. "He

wanted to launch covert operations all over the world," Odom recalls.7 Odom was as anti-

Soviet as one could be, but he was appalled by what Meese seemed to have in mind.

Odom refused to accept the theory that Moscow was the cause for all terrorism

everywhere. Odom had not seen evidence that the Soviet Union or its allies made much

use of terrorism as an instrument to damage US interests. For this reason, he and his

former boss Brzezinski had consciously played down the threat of terrorism in the Carter

period, refusing to view it as a strategic problem. Not long after the meeting with Meese,

Odom called up the chain of the Army command to see whether he could get out of the

Reagan NSC. Within a few weeks, Odom was back at West Point.

There was one office in the new administration that had not signed on to the idea

that the terrorism issue was linked to the superpower conflict. Initially the national

security team surrounding Vice President George H. W. Bush tended to see

counterterrorism much as the Ford administration had. Skeptical that international

terrorism was Soviet-sponsored and a strategic threat to US interests, the Bush team

5 Interview with Edwin Meese, 8 December 2003.
6 Ibid.
7 Interview with General William Odom, 27 February 2004.



reflected the collective wisdom of the CIA veterans who served as sometime advisors to

the former Director of Central Intelligence.8 The Vice President's principal national

security aide, Donald P. Gregg, a former CIA station chief with years of experience

countering the Chinese and the Soviets in Asia, served as a point of contact for these

advisors.

In preparation for the meeting with Quainton, Vice President Bush's staff

suggested three areas of possible discussion:

a) What are the "rules of engagement" at embassies under attack? Should the

Marine guards be allowed to shoot?

b) Is there a central clearing house for intelligence on terrorism? Such a clearing

house is needed both for the United States and for exchange with other

governments.

c) How can we make more progress on adoption of international anti-terrorist

conventions, such as penalties for particular acts, special extradition procedures,

and exchange of techniques?9

None of these questions suggested going on the offensive. Besides the novel suggestion

of coordinating all US intelligence on terrorism, the ideas represented a continuation of

the multilateral approach favored by every administration since Lyndon Johnson left

office.

On becoming President, Ronald Reagan's own views were largely unformed on

the practical implications of the terrorism issue. He knew that he wished to restore the

credibility of American power and there were no shades of gray in his opinion of

terrorists; but neither during the campaign nor the transition had he articulated any

particular plan for the management of this problem.

Presidential rhetoric on terrorism became even tougher after the Inaugural

address. Despite his apparent inattention during the Quainton briefing, Reagan used a

8 For a sense of how the CIA oldtimers saw the role of the Soviet Union in international terrorism, see
Harry Rositzke, "If There Were No KGB, Would the Scale and Intensity of Terrorism Be Dimionished?"
The New York Times, 20 July 1981.
9 Nancy Bearg Dyke to VP Bush, 26 January 1981, "Meeting on Terrorism with National Security Council
Advisors - 1:30 p.m. Today," Terrorism [1 of 9], Bush Vice Presidential records, National Security Affairs,
GHWB Library, College Station.



meeting with the returned hostages the next day, January 27,1981, to send a message that

his administration would handle the terrorism problem energetically. "Let terrorists

beware," he told the hostages and their families at the White House ceremony, "that when

the rules of international behavior are violated, our policy will be one of swift and

effective retribution." In a backhanded slap at Jimmy Carter, the new President added,

"We hear it said that we live in an era of limit to our powers. Well, let it also be

understood there are limits to our patience." 10

Reagan's choice of words suggested a willingness to use force to retaliate against

terrorists, implying a dramatic shift in US counterterrorism doctrine. The United States

had never retaliated for the loss of its citizens at the hands of terrorists. The deaths of US

ambassador John Gordon Mein in Guatemala in 1968, US ambassador Cleo Noel and

Charge George Curtis Moore in the Sudan in 1973 and the US ambassador Francis E.

Melloy, jr., in Beirut in 1975 had not resulted in "swift and effective retribution," even

though in each case there had been agreement on the guilty party. Observers who

believed that this tougher language meant that the new Administration was prepared to

act, however, were soon to be disappointed.

Emboldened by the presidential rhetoric, Alexander Haig used his first press

conference on January 28, 1981 to announce that "international terrorism will take the

place of human rights in our concern." Reagan's Secretary of State then put the blame

squarely on the Soviet Union for "training, funding and equipping" the world's main

terrorist groups, a charge that none of his predecessors had ever made.11 Haig's point

was clear: the Cold War was not as bloodless as it seemed to many Americans. Far from

being a regional phenomenon, international terrorism was actually a coordinated global

threat sponsored by the Soviet Union.

Haig's statement surprised and angered some in the Reagan White House. In this

one press event he had managed to achieve two undesirable things - upstage the

President as the communicator of US strategy and send a signal to the Soviet Union that

it might be held accountable for any future acts of terrorism committed anywhere.

Although the Wall Street Journal editorial page applauded Haig's decisive gesture,

10 Hedrick Smith, "An Assertive America," 28 January 1981, The New York Times.
11 Michael Getler, "Soviets and Terrorist Activity: World of Shadows and Shading," 7 February 1981, The
Washington Post; Wall Street Journal Editorial, "Haig at the Helm," 30 January 1981.



rumblings began elsewhere in the press and among the United States European allies

about the implication of this direct challenge to Moscow. 12

The deepest rumblings were from in the White House. Just after the press

conference, Haig received a tough telephone call from James Baker, Vice President

Bush's former campaign manager who was now Chief of Staff to the President. It would

be the beginning of a difficult relationship between the two men. "The president does not

want you to talk about international terrorism," Baker said. He then added that the

administration would not focus on any foreign policy issues for the first year. Everyone

was expected to stay on message, and that message was the economy. "But foreign

problems are not proposed," Haig explained, "they just happen." Haig defended himself

on the implied charge of disloyalty by mentioning a campaign speech that Reagan had

given in Chicago to the Veterans of Foreign Wars in which the presidential candidate had

talked about the threat of international terrorism. Baker did not bend.13

Baker's call had confused Haig, who assumed he understood the President's mind

on international terrorism. Haig arranged a private meeting with Reagan to ask whether

he shared the Secretary of State's belief that international terrorism was a significant

challenge to the United States. Haig recalled the VFW speech for Reagan. Reagan then

said he agreed with Haig. At the time Haig thought he had scored an important victory.

Only later would he realize that Reagan had not given him what he needed to carry on his

crusade against Soviet-sponsored terror. "He disliked confrontations," Haig later

explained.14 Having the President agree in a one-on-one meeting meant very little in the

Reagan administration.

Although he shared a similar view of the terrorist threat, Ed Meese did not rally to

Haig's side. Haig's main ally in trying to focus the administration's attention on Soviet-

sponsored terrorism in the first year was William J. Casey, the incoming Director of

Central Intelligence. Casey, a hugely successful businessman who had run Ronald

Reagan's presidential campaign, had learned the spy game in World War II as a young

section chief in the Office of Strategic Services. Following Haig's press conference,

Casey directed the CIA to begin working on a Special National intelligence Estimate on

12 Wall Street Journal Editorial, "Haig at the Helm," 30 January 1981.
13 Interview with Alexander M. Haig, jr., 23 January 2004.
14 Ibid.



Soviet-sponsorship of international terrorism. Unfortunately for both Haig and Casey,

they soon discovered that the resident Soviet analysts at the CIA did not believe in the

existence of a strong link.

Although Jimmy Carter left office an unpopular president, the campaign of 1980 bitterly

divided the country. A former actor, Ronald Reagan appeared to the Left and the

country's rapidly shrinking middle as a man woefully unprepared for the demands of the

Cold War presidency. Although he had served for two terms as governor of the country's

most populous state, Reagan was characterized as an executive lightweight whose few

views were extreme, inflexible and on foreign policy in the nuclear age, dangerous. At

his first press conference, the new President reinforced these fears by charging the Soviet

Union with seeking "world revolution and a one-world Communist state."15

Haig's unscripted public campaign in behalf of making anti-terrorism a national

priority unintentionally fed these concerns about Reagan. Democrats as well as

Republicans had criticized the federal government's haphazard approach to terrorism in

the Carter period. There was no difference between Haig's passion and Ribicoff and

Javits' passion for the subject in 1977-79. Indeed in the 1970s the Left as much as the

Right saw a pattern among the Marxist-Leninist terrorists of Europe and their allies in the

Middle East. But by baldly asserting a central Communist source for all terrorism, Haig

and by implication Reagan evoked the dangerous conspiracy thinking of America's

successive red scares, especially that of the McCarthy era. As a result, what should have

been a debate about the foreign sources of terrorism quickly degenerated into a

discussion of privacy and civil liberties. Unable to make a case why Soviet leader Leonid

Brezhnev was more responsible for terrorism than the PLO rejectionists Abu Nidal and

George Habbash, the Reagan administration's clarion call for better intelligence and

counterterrorism cooperation seemed to a large number of critics to be an excuse for

rebuilding some of the hated internal security structure dismantled in 1970s.

15 Karen Elliott House, "Reagan Lashes out at the Soviet Union, Claiming it is bent on 'World
Revolution,'" 30 January 1981, The Wall Street Journal.



In the spring of 1981 Washington witnessed a sharp public debate over Soviet

involvement in international terrorism that the Administration neither wanted nor for

which it was particularly well prepared.16 Critics identified counterterrorism as neo-

McCarthyism. Columnists friendly to the administration began quoting from the work of

Claire Sterling, a journalist whose new book, The Terror Network: The Secret War of

International terrorism argued that the Soviet Union was using terrorists to fight a proxy

war in Europe and the Middle East. Sterling and those who made the Soviet argument

were anathema to the terrorism experts in the CIA. Signs that the Reagan administration

was losing control of this story came in the form of leaks to the Washington Post and the

New York Times from disgruntled CIA analysts who said there was no evidence to

sustain Haig's conspiracy theories. The more Casey tried to get his analysts to scrub their

analyses, the more they talked about their ideological boss. With each passing week, the

Secretary of State's charges became less credible.

Just as the case for counterterrorism was not helped in the public arena by allies

like Claire Sterling and a correspondent Arnaud de Borchgrave, some of Reagan's

congressional allies were similarly making a mockery of the terrorism problem. Chief

among these was Senator Jeremiah Denton, a war hero in Vietnam who had been a POW

in Hanoi for nearly 8 years. Denton was a conspiracist who knew little about foreign

affairs. Critics of counterterrorism had a field day quoting his foolish utterings as a

generation earlier, skeptics of the threat of Soviet espionage had found ammunition in

McCarthy's fulminations. With the incoming Republican Senate, Denton was given the

chair of a newly created subcommittee on security and terrorism, whose first meeting

featured Sterling and de Borchgrave on the topic of "Soviet and surrogate support for

international terrorism."17 "[AJnyone old enough to remember Joe McCarthy and the

16 Richard Halloran, "Proof of Soviet-Aided Terror is Scare," The New York Times, 9 February 1981;
Judith Miller, "US Study Discounts Soviet Terror Role: A Draft CIA report, Now Being Reviewed, Finds
Insufficient Evidence for Direct Help," The New York Times, 29 March 1981 ;George Lardner, Jr.,
"Assault on Terrorism: Internal Security or Witch Hunt?," The Washington Post, 20 April 1981; Philip
Taubman, "US Tries to Back Up Haig on Terrorism," The New York Times, 3 May 1981; Tom Wicker,
"The Great Terrorist Hunt," The New York Times, 5 May 1981; Leslie H. Gelb, "Role of Moscow in
Terror Doubted: US Intelligence Officials Say Haig Based Accusation on Decade-Old Information," The
New York Times, 18 October 1981.
17 George Lardner, Jr., "Assault on Terrorism: Internal Security or Witch Hunt?," 20 April 1981,
Washington Post.



House Un-American Activities Committee," wrote Tom Wicker, "still could get a queasy

feeling from the first hearings of the new Senate Subcommittee on Security and

Terrorism."18

With the advantage of hindsight the terrorism debate of 1981 reveals how poorly

served the American people can be by the Press and their leaders. It turns out that the

alarmists were not as far off the mark as their detractors assumed. The Soviet Union was

not the fount of international terrorism that Haig and Casey believed, but neither was it an

innocent bystander. After the fall of the Berlin Wall, Soviet archives revealed startling

details about Soviet intelligence's patronage of one of the terrorism masters of the 1970s,

Wadi Haddad. The KGB had recruited Dr. Wadi Haddad, George Habbash's deputy in

the PFLP, in May 1970. The Soviet leadership considered this a major recruitment. "The

Nature of our relations with W. Haddad," wrote KGB chief Yuri Andropov, to Leonid

Brezhnev, "enables us to control the external operations of the PFLP to a certain degree,

to exert influence in a manner favorable to the Soviet Union and also to carry out active

measures in support of our interests through the organization's assets while observing the

necessary conspiratorial secrecy."19 From 1970, the KGB was a major supplier of money

and weaponry to the PFLP, the most active of the Palestinian splinter groups before the

rise of Abu Nidal in 1974. Fortunately for the West, Haddad died of natural causes in

1978 and he seems not to have been replaced by the KGB. In the Soviet document rush of

the 1990s, no one could produce evidence that that the Soviet Union had been behind all

international terrorism nor that the use of terrorist organizations had been a central part of

Soviet efforts in the Third World. What evidence there was, however, left no doubt that

even in the era of Detente the Soviets were helping some of the world's worst terrorists.

Just as Joseph McCarthy's lurid charges discredited a generation of rational

concerns about Soviet espionage in the United States, the overheated rhetoric of Haig and

his allies and the Media's knee-jerk rejection of the theories of Soviet involvement in

terrorism effectively shut down rational public discussion of terrorism for two years and

18 Tom Wicker, "The Great Terrorist Hunt," The New York Times, 5 May 1981.
19 Christopher Andrew and Vasili Mitrokhin, The Sword and the Shield: The Mitrokhin Archive and the
Secret History of the KGB, NY: BasicBooks, 1999, p.380. Haddad was agent NATSIONALIST.
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further undermined the self-confidence of the few officers in the FBI who were charged

with worrying about counterterrorism in the United States. In this pitched climate, the

FBI Director William Webster had to assure the American people that there would be "a

storm of protest within the Bureau," if he attempted to undo the reforms of the 1970s that

severely limited the FBI's ability to conduct internal investigations.20 It would take a

mass murder in 1983 for the principals in the Reagan administration to return to the

terrorism problem.

Alexander Haig's inability to focus the Reagan Administration on the problem of

terrorism was symptomatic of a larger attention deficit disorder suffered by the young

regime. The new team had come into office expecting to be able to govern according to

the model of Reagan's decision-making system in Sacramento. In practice this would

prove much more difficult to achieve. Ordinarily one of the first Presidential decisions is

a charter laying out the responsibilities of the various institutions and departments in

formulating foreign policy; but Reagan's men could not agree on how to graft the

California experience onto the existing executive foreign policy structure. "It was a zoo,"

recalls an understandably bitter Haig who had adopted his mentor Henry Kissinger's

habit of periodically resigning to shore up his legitimacy.21 In Haig's case, however, the

President finally accepted his resignation. Admiral John Poindexter, who was brought in

to improve the White House Situation Room, recalls that the jockeying among Meese,

Haig and Caspar Weinberger paralyzed any institution-building until mid-1982 when

George Shultz replaced Haig at State and Meese lost his responsibility for foreign

affairs.22 Richard Allen had also left by this time and his replacement, William Clark,

who had served Reagan in Sacramento, insisted on having direct access to the President.

When the dust settled in 1982, the Reagan administration had a two-tier foreign

policymaking system. The President's key advisors sat on the National Security Policy

Group (NSPG) which was staffed by a deputies committee known as the Crisis Pre-

20 Tom Wicker, "The Great Terrorist Hunt," The New York Times, 5 May 1981.
21 Interview with Alexander M. Haig, Jr., January 2004; Interview with William Odom February 2004.
Interview with Edwin Meese, III, October 2003; Interview with Admiral John Poindexter, November 2003;
Interview with Ambassador Robert Oakley, February 2004.
22 Interview with Admiral John Poindexter, November 2003.
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Planning Group (CPPG). The Vice President, the National Security Advisor, the

Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, the White

House Chief of Staff and the Director of Central Intelligence were regular members of

the NSPG, which was chaired by the President.

Counterterrorism made a modest return after its brief disappearance from the

country's national security policy structure. Initially, the administration had eliminated

the NSC's Executive Committee on Combatting Terrorism. At the same time, the Reagan

administration kept Quainton on and renamed his committee the Interdepartmental

Group on Terrorism. The IG/T had no policymaking authority whatsoever. For a year,

however, it would be the only cross-cutting counterterrorism institution in the US

government.23

With William Clark's appearance on the scene, counterterrorism was brought

back into the White House. In April 1982, Quainton was sent to Nicaragua to be US

ambassador and the IG/T was renamed the Terrorism Incident Working Group, putting it

under the NSC staff.24 For the first time in the ten years that the US government had held

regular meetings on counterterrorism an NSC staffer would be in the chair. Although not

a principal or a deputy, that staffer could at least lay some claim to the authority of the

23 D/CT - Anthony C. E. Quainton to The Executive Secretary [State], 12 March 1981, Terrorism [1 of 9], Bush Vice

Presidential records, National Security Affairs, GHWB Library, College Station. In the 14 months before he left,

Quainton used the IG/T to maintain federal readiness for various terrorist scenarios. In May 1981, for example,

Washington jointly trained with the Canadian government in an anti-terrorism exercise. The scenario was that the US

Counsel General in a Canadian city, his wife and a houseguest were seized by five terrorists and taken to the consulate.

The hostage-takers requested the release of 10 prisoners in the US who were "known Croatian terrorists" and also

demanded 100,000 in gold per head of each hostage. These exercises were designed to help formulate a set of

guidelines of US officials involved in hostage incidents overseas. The IG/T also sought to assist the Reagan

administration in preparing a public affairs strategy to avoid the debilitating effect of the Iranian hostage incident in any

future crisis. Finally, the IG/T sought to encourage the administration to assist foreign police in raising their

counterterrorism capabilities.

24 NSDD 30, signed by President Reagan on April 10, 1982 established the TIWG. The first meeting of the
group was April 20, 1982. William P. Clark, "Managing Terrorism Incidents," 10 April 1984, Office of the
Vice President, National Security Affairs, Donald P. Gregg Files, Task Force on Terrorism File, Combating
Terrorism Task Force [1 of 7], GHWB Library, College Station.
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Office of the President. A future chair of this group, Colonel Oliver North would make

repeated use of that power.

Despite the fumbling of the first year, William Casey was able to make a minor

structural change at CIA to demonstrate his interest in counterterrorism. He named David

Whipple the first National Intelligence Officer for Terrorism, a largely analytical position

that did not provide Whipple with the clout to coordinate operational information on

terrorism. These modest steps comprised all that the Reagan administration was able to

accomplish in counterterrorism before the shocks of 1983.

The Marine Barracks Bombing

One of the few foreign policy initiatives of the early Reagan Administration took

place in Lebanon. After months of tit for tat exchanges with Palestinian militiamen in

southern Lebanon, the Israeli government launched a full-scale invasion of Lebanon in

June 1982. Controversy surrounds the role that Haig played in signaling Israeli Prime

Minister Menachem Begin that the United States would accept an invasion. 5 Ultimately

every member of the Administration, Haig included, was not pleased with the Israeli

action, which turned Lebanon into one large war zone.

Even before the Israeli intervention, Lebanon was a state on a life-support system.

In 1943 the French had arranged a power-sharing agreement among the principal interest

groups in the country. By the 1970s, this political compact had collapsed. Lebanon had

the third largest population of Sh'ite Moslems in the region, following Iran and Iraq. The

agreement brokered by the French had assigned a degree of political participation to the

Shia that reflected their percentage of the population in 1943. With a faster birthrate than

the Lebanese Christians, the Shia were demanding more power to reflect their greater

number in the 1970s. Complicating this confessional struggle was the appearance of the

PLO in Lebanon after Jordan expelled Palestinian leaders following Black September.

The entry of the PLO hardened the political alliances in the country and led to a civil war

25 Interviews with Alexander M. Haig, jr.; William Odom, John Poindexter.
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in 1975. Israel and the Lebanese Christians bonded over a shared dislike of the PLO.

Meanwhile the PLO relied on the military support of Syria, which deployed some troops

to Lebanon's Bekaa valley just over its border, and the financial support of the Gulf

States. A tenuous ceasefire took effect in 1976.

Ayatollah Khomeini's revolution in Iran in 1979, which radicalized Shi'a

throughout the Middle East, increased the temperature in the Lebanese pressure cooker.

In Lebanon a series of shadowy Shi'a groups sprang up, most of whom drew local

inspiration from clerics who had studied with Khomeini in the 1960s and 1970s at the

seminaries in Najaf and Karbala in southern Iraq. Their goal of an Islamic Republic of

Lebanon pitted these groups against Amal, the existing party for mobilized Shi'a. At the

time of the Israeli invasion of June 1982, Amal split and a faction calling itself Islamic

Amal fused with the independent radical Shi'a militias to form the Hizb'allah, or the

"Army of God," movement. Besides inspiration, the Khomeini regime supplied weapons

to Hizb'allah which also received training from Iran's newly indoctrinated Islamic

army.26

Fearful that a complete collapse of the Lebanese state might open the region to

further penetration by the Soviet Union, the Reagan administration struggled to act as an

honest broker among these warring factions. It negotiated a ceasefire that involved the

removal of the PLO from Lebanon. The ceasefire did not hold. In mid-September a bomb

killed the Lebanese leader and in retaliation Lebanese Christians entered a Palestinian

refugee camp and slaughtered innocent men, women and children under the watchful

eyes of the Israelis who controlled that part of Beirut. In an attempt to end the cycle of

violence, President Reagan decided to deploy US Marines to Beirut as part of a

Multinational Force, including troops from France and Italy. Having replaced Haig by

this time, the incoming Secretary of State George Shultz argued for the necessity of using

US troops to support the Lebanese government and to encourage the withdrawal of Israeli

and Syrian troops from the country.

Hopes that the United States would be viewed as an honest broker were soon

dashed. In April 1983, a suicide bomb exploded outside the US Embassy in Beirut,

26 Magnus Ranstorp, Hizb'allah in Lebanon: The Politics of the Western Hostage Crisis, [St. Martin's
Press, 1997], pp. 25-59 passim.
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killing 63 including 17 Americans. A shadowy group calling itself "Islamic Jihad"

claimed responsibility.

The bombing confronted the Reagan administration with its first terrorist

challenge. This was not a Palestinian attack nor was it the act of a local Marxist-Leninist

group. Instead it immediately became clear that Islamic extremists were responsible. No

one in the Reagan administration believed that the Kremlin was behind the radical Shi'a,

who were ferocious anti-communists. If there was any state sponsor, it was Iran. 7

"Lord forgive me for the hatred I feel for the humans who can do such a cruel but

cowardly deed," Reagan confided in his diary the night he learned of the attack on the US

embassy in Beirut.28 This was not the terrorism problem that the Reagan team had

expected to face and it was unprepared to manage it. The Administration had largely

ignored the terrorism account since the public relations debacle of early 1981. The only

exception was a skirmish with Libya. In the fall of 1981, the Administration had severed

diplomatic relations with Libya when it became apparent that Moammar Gaddafi was

using intelligence officers under diplomatic cover to kill Libyan dissidents. In 1981, US

law enforcement concluded that a Libyan student who was shot and wounded in

Colorado in November 1980 had been had been marked for assassination by the Libyan

government, which hired a former Green Beret to do it. In 1981, eleven other Libyan

dissidents were less lucky, all assassinated in Western Europe or the Middle East by

Libyan hit squads. Although Gaddafi had not yet threatened any US citizens, in the fall of

1981 security was tightened around federal buildings in Washington, DC.

Besides expelling Libyan diplomats, the US government imposed sanctions on

Tripoli, ending all trade in oil and high technology in 1982. Yet this was not part of a

coordinated policy against states that engaged in terrorism nor even the overt component

of a sustained campaign against Gaddafi. By 1983, the Libyan account like the entire

counterterrorism account was largely inactive.

Initially President Reagan did not treat the Beirut Embassy bombing as a

counterterrorism matter. In his public remarks he pointedly avoided mentioning the need

for retaliation. After calling the bombing a "vicious.. .cowardly act," Reagan emphasized

27 Ronald Reagan, An American Life, [NY: Pocket Books, 1990], p. 443.
28 Ibid.
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instead that terrorism could not deter the United States from playing the role of mediator

in the Middle East.29 There were 1,200 Marines in the Multinational Force and the

Administration vowed to keep those US troops in Beirut as long as they were needed.

Only one authoritative voice publicly suggested a response. "Let us rededicate ourselves

to the battle against terrorism.. .it is long past time for peace and security to prevail," said

Shultz who was on a visit to Mexico when the attack occurred. 30

Reagan's public statements mirrored the Administration's private response to the

attack. There is no evidence that the NSPG considered any retaliation. As of early 1983,

it seemed that the Reagan Administration was no more prepared than any of its

predecessors to use military force as a tool of counterterrorism.

The Bombing of the Marine Barracks

At 2 a.m. on Sunday on October 23, 1983, President Reagan was awakened by Robert

McFarlane, who just replaced William Clark as National Security Advisor. A suicide

bomber had driven a truck-load of dynamite into the Marine Barracks in Beirut. The first

report was that 100 men had been killed. Although the grim toll would more than double,

this was already the bloodiest terrorist incident in US history. "There was to be no more

sleep for us that night," Reagan later recalled.31

The President quickly returned to Washington, arriving in time to chair a 9:00

a.m. meeting of the NSPG. Over the course of two meetings that day, the President

established that he intended to retaliate with military force against the perpetrators of the

attack and he wanted to coordinate this US action with the French, who had lost 58 men

in a nearly simultaneous suicide attack in West Beirut. The Administration was not united

in support of military action. Shultz, McFarlane and Vice President Bush all supported

taking action. The Pentagon, however, had its doubts that this was the right choice of

29 John M. Goshko, "Reagan Condemns Bombing, Vows to Pursue Peace," The Washington Post, 19 April
1983.
30 Ibid.
31 Reagan, An American Life, p.453.
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instruments. Weinberger's deputy, Richard Armitage later recalled that "[m]any of us felt

that that kind of retaliation was a sort of 'feel good' exercise rather than a sharp, tight,

military response."32 General John W. Vessey, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, found

the idea morally unacceptable. It was "beneath" the US military to strike back at terrorists

for a cowardly bombing. Vessey and the Commandant of the Marine Corps, General P.

X. Kelley, also worried that any US action would make the remaining Marines in

Lebanon even more vulnerable.33

If the attack went forward, this would be the first time that the United States had

ever responded militarily to a terrorist attack. There had been no discussion of a military

response to the attack on the US embassy in April and even now, it became clear that the

Administration had not thought through the implications of swatting back at terrorists.

Information revealed at a trial in US district court in 2003 suggests that the administration

had "24-carat proof of the group involved in the bombing. According to Admiral James

Lyons, who at the time was the deputy Chief of Naval Operations, the National Security

Agency had intercepted a September 26 message from Teheran to the Iranian ambassador

in Damascus instructing him to see Hussein Mussawi, the leader of Islamic Amal, a pro-

Iranian splinter group from the pro-Syrian Amal Shi'a militia in the Hizb'allah

movement.34 Mussawi was ordered to attack the US Marines in Beirut. In his memoirs,

however, Reagan wrote that "our intelligence experts found it difficult to establish

conclusively who was responsible for the attack on the barracks." 35

Whatever the specific intelligence available to him, before the day was out the

President felt confident that he had a general sense of the identity of America's attackers.

He signed NSDD 109 on October 23, which held Iran and the Iranian-sponsored

Hizb'allah responsible for the Barracks bombing and authorized countermeasures against

them. Marine Corps Commandant General P. X. Kelley was sent to the region to "convey

to the leadership of the Lebanese Armed Forces the urgent need to tighten security in the

32 Cited in David Wills, The First War on Terrorism, p. 64.
33 Ibid.
34 Cited in Judge Royce C. Lamberth's decision in Peterson vs. The Islamic Republic of Iran. At the March
23, 2004 public hearing former Reagan Navy Secretary John Lehman endorsed Admiral Lyons'
recollection that this decrypt existed and that it had been available to some Reagan administration officials
before the attack on the Barracks.
35 Reagan, An American Life, p. 463.
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south Beirut area including closer collaboration with Lebanese security agencies and

those confessional militias able to assist in controlling the movement of hostile terrorist

factions."36 Meanwhile the US ambassador would request the Lebanese government to

cut its ties with tan. Back in Washington the administration undertook a review of its

policy in the Iran-Iraq war in which to that point the US government had been a neutral

bystander

The President also ordered military action. The military component of NSDD

109, entitled "responding to the Attacks on the USMNF Contingents," remains classified.

However there is available evidence to conclude that within hours of the attack on the

Marine barracks, the Reagan administration prepared to launch a military strike against

the terrorists. "We wanted to put a cruise missile into the window of the Iranian

ambassador in Damascus," recalled Richard Armitage of one target that the Pentagon

supported.37 Ultimately, the Administration decided not to use its new cruise missiles, the

tomahawks. Secretary Weinberger feared that if one misfired the Syrians would hand it

over to the Soviets, who could reverse engineer it.38 And to limit potential collateral

damage in the populated areas of the Bekaa valley, US aircraft would only strike at the

Sheik Abdullah Barracks in Baalbek, a known training facility for Hezbollah.39 Reagan

was planning to leave on a five-day trip to the Far East in the second week of November.

The attack was to occur when he returned.

Before leaving for Asia, Reagan went on television to assure the American people

that the United States would respond. "Those who directed this atrocity must be dealt

justice, and they will be."40 hi early November the US Navy increased its deployment in

the Eastern Mediterranean to 3 carrier task forces — the Eisenhower, the Independence

and the John F. Kennedy — with some 300 attack aircraft.41 Meanwhile discussions

36 NSDD 109, 23 October 1983, Executive Secretariat, NSC: Records: NSDDs, "NSDD 109," Box 91291,
RWRL.
37 Richard Armitage, Public Testimony, 24 March 2004, National Commission on the Terrorist Attacks
Upon the United States.
38 Interview with Admiral John Poindexter, November 2003.
39 A few days later a hotel in Baalbek frequented by Hussein Moussavi, the leader of the "Islamic Amal"
faction of Hezbollah was added to the target list.
40 David Ignatius and Gerald F. Seib, "Top Suspect in Beirut Blast Emerges," Wall Street Journal, 4
November 1983.
41 Bernard Gwertzman, "US is Now Facing Lebanon Decision," The New York Times, 18 November 1983.
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proceeded with the French, through Deputy National Security Advisor Admiral

Poindexter and Mitterrand's Military Advisor Francois Saulnier.42

Upon his return November 14, Reagan approved the attack plan at a meeting of

the NSPG. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, after reporting that US forces were ready,

reiterated his concerns that an attack would make the situation more dangerous for US

troops in the region. Reagan was unfazed by the dissent. Despite the President's apparent

decisiveness, the NSC staff worried that the Pentagon would find some way to abort the

mission. After the NSPG meeting, McFarlane and Poindexter communicated to the

French that the operation was approved for November 17.

On November 16, French Defense Minister Charles Hernu called Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger for one last conversation before the joint operation was to

begin. Accounts differ on what happened next, although there is no doubt of the outcome

of this little drama. Weinberger claimed to Hernu, with whom he was not thought to have

a good relationship anyhow, that he knew nothing about the operation. "I had received no

orders," Weinberger later recalled, "or notifications from the President or anyone prior to

that phone call from Paris." When Hernu reported that the attack would be occurring in a

few hours, Weinberger told him, "Unfortunately it is a bit too late for us to join you in

this one."43

What happened between November 14 and November 16 remains a matter of

dispute. McFarlane and Poindexter believe that Weinberger intentionally overruled a

Presidential directive. "Cap got away with murder," Poindexter later recalled.44 The paper

trail is still too fragmentary to know how formal the order was. Most military operations

require a series of orders prior to the final order to execute. At the top of the pyramid is

the President who as Commander in Chief orders a military attack through the Secretary

of Defense, who then transmits that order to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In this instance, the

Chiefs would have transmitted the Presidential directive to Chief, EurCom, then General

Bernard Rogers, who would then have ordered CincNaveur to instruct the commander of

the 6th Fleet, Rear Admiral Jerry Turtle, to proceed. On November 15, according to

42 Interview with Admiral Poindexter, February 2004.
43 Caspar Weinberger, Fighting for Peace, NY: Warner Books, 1990, p. 162; See the account in Robert
Timberg, The Nightingale's Song, [NY: Simon & Schuster], pp.338-340.
44 Interview with Admiral John Poindexter, February 2004.
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Poindexter, Rear Admiral Turtle reported that he had received the strike plan and was

awaiting final presidential authorization to proceed.45

In his memoirs, President Reagan says that he changed his mind at the last

moment and called off the attack.46 If he did, then he only told Cap Weinberger and left

Robert McFarlane and John Poindexter in the dark. Poindexter recalls the President's

showing surprise when McFarlane told him that his Secretary of Defense had called off

the air strike.47

McFarlane and his deputy Poindexter were disappointed at the inaction. And

Reagan himself was at least unhappy at the divisions in his team that the debate had

revealed. On November 21,1983 the NSC staff forwarded to Shultz, Weinberger, Casey

and General Vessey a set of decisions that the President had made on his own to prevent

a recurrence of these divisions.48 Whatever these decisions were, and the details remain

classified, they would very soon prove inadequate to protect Americans in Lebanon.

William Buckley

Hizb'allah's bombing of the US Embassy in Beirut in April 1983 had dealt a body blow

to the CIA's anti-terrorism work in the Middle East. Among the 17 Americans killed in

the attack, were 7 CIA employees, including the chief of station Ken Hass, his deputy

James Lewis and the CIA's guru on the Palestinians, Robert Ames, who had been visiting

the Beirut station. At the memorial ceremony held at Langley a few days later, Casey

described Ames as "the closest thing to an irreplaceable man." 49

Over the course of the 1970s, Ames had transferred from the Directorate of

Operations to the Directorate of Intelligence.50 This meant he was running fewer agents

45 Ibid.
46 Reagan, An American Life, pp. 463-464.
47 Email, John Poindexter to the author, 19 February 2004.
48 Philip A. Dur and Donald R. Fortier to McFarlane, "Countering Future Terrorist Attacks Against US
Forces and Facilities in Lebanon," 21 November 1983, Executive Secretariat, NSC: Records: NSDDs,
"NSDD 109," Box 91291, RWRL. This is a cover sheet to a memo of the same name from McFarlane to
the Casey, Weinberger, Shultz, and Vessey. Executive Secretariat, NSC: Records: NSDDs, "NSDD 109,"
Box 91291, RWRL.
49 Joseph E. Persico, Casey: from the OSS to the CIA, NYC: Viking, 1990, p.315.
50 Interview with Admiral Stansfield Turner, 10 December 2003. Admiral Turner believed that he
transferred Ames from the DO to the DI in 1977.
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and writing more analyses. Although Ames had lost one of his best sources in 1978,

when the Israelis killed Ali Hassan Salameh in retribution for the Munich massacre, he

remained the most knowledgeable CIA man on the folkways of Yasir Arafat and the

Palestinian movement.51

With the loss of Ames and the entire leadership of the Beirut station, Casey knew

he needed a player in the world of terrorists and counter-terrorists to reconstitute what

was left of the Agency's local networks in Lebanon. William Buckley, a thirty-year CIA

veteran, had the personal courage - he had won a silver star in combat Korea - and the

regional knowledge to fit the bill. The only problem was that Buckley's cover had

already been blown in the Middle East. Four years earlier he had been forced to leave

Damascus when the Syrians figured out who he was. It was CIA policy to wait five years

before trying to reinsert a blown agent; but Casey believed he needed an emergency

replacement for his dead team in Beirut. Buckley was wary about going back to the

region so soon. The Syrians would know who he was immediately and then would every

other service that mattered. Would he be useful as a marked man? Casey did not pressure

Buckley; but he wanted him to go. Buckley subsequently agreed.52 The tragic events that

followed made this conversation not only fateful for the two men, but the entire Reagan

administration.

Less than a year later, on March 16,1984, members of Hizb'allah took Buckley

hostage. A handful of Americans had been taken hostages during the Lebanese civil war

in the mid-1970s, but they had all been released within a few weeks at most. When the

attacks resumed on US citizens in Lebanon in 1984, they were deadlier and the terrorists

were more determined. Hizb'allah wanted to force the release of a group of radical Shi'a

terrorists who had been arrested in Kuwait in December 1983 after a series of car

bombings against the US and French embassies. The so-called Dawa (The Call) terrorists,

who were members of the Iraqi al-Da'wa al-Islamiyya party, were related to some of the

key officials in Hizb'allah.53 hi January 1984 terrorists killed the President of the

American University of Beirut, Malcolm Kerr. After the Shi'a militias took over West

51 Interviews with Fred Turco (5 February 2004); Admiral Stansfield Turner (10 December 2003); Jack
O'Connell, (22 October 2003).
52 Ibid., pp. 316-317.
53 Ranstorp, Hizb'allah in Lebanon, p. 91.
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Beirut in early February, the kidnapping of westerners started. Buckley was the third

American nabbed since February 10. Kerr's murder and the three kidnappings would set

policy wheels in motion in Washington.

Since the embarrassments of 1983, the NSC staff had been working on a dramatic

restatement of US policy toward terrorism. Even before the opening of attacks against

individual Americans in Beirut, there was a sense that the threat from Iranian-sponsored

terrorism was not going to go away. The Dawa attacks of 12 December 1983 in Kuwait

City were a reminder of the virulence of radical Shi'ism.

Indeed the more traditional terrorist challenges were rather quiet in 1983.

Although Abu Nidal continued to attack moderate Arabs, the PLO seemed to be holding

to Arafat's 1974 promise to restrict Fatah's terrorism to Israel and the occupied

territories. A newer threat, Libya's Moammar Gaddafi, also seemed to have climbed into

a box. At the end of 1983, the Department of State concluded that the policy of

diplomatic and economic sanctions against Tripoli seemed to be working.54 No one

believed, however, that Hizb'allah could be deterred in this way.

Secretary of State Shultz played a significant role in pushing the Administration

to coordinate its approach to the terrorism problem. On January 20, 1984, days after

Kerr's murder, Shultz officially designated Iran a sponsor of international terrorism. This

was followed by an announcement that like the other countries designated as state-

sponsors of terrorism, Iran would be prohibited from receiving US military assistance.55

A week after William Buckley was taken in March, Shultz had his staff organize a special

all-day seminar on terrorism at the State Department. Shultz recalled using the March 24

seminar to send a signal to the Department that terrorism was an issue to which more

creative energy had to be devoted.56 He also invited officials from other parts of the

government to listen to these experts.

CIA director William Casey also had a hand in the shakeup that was about to

occur in how the United States dealt with terrorists. The disappearance of his top man in

Beirut only a year after losing an entire station was tough to swallow. Casey could easily

54 DOS, Patterns of Global Terrorism: 1983, September 1984, NSArch-CT.
55 Report of the Congressional Committee Investigating the Iran-Contra Affair, 100th Congress, First
Session, November 1987, p. 160.
56 Interview with George Shultz, November 2003.
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recall his conversation with Buckley and wanted to escape the feelings of powerlessness

that these terrorist attacks produced in the Administration.

On April 3, 1984, President Reagan approved the most ambitious US

counterterrorism policy ever - one that would not be matched again until the mid-1990s

when President Clinton first faced down Usama Bin Laden. This directive, NSDD 138,

was designed to "shift policy focus from passive to active defense measures and to

require that resources be reprogrammed and/or obtained to support that policy focus."57

To implement this new policy, State was instructed "to intensify efforts to achieve

cooperation of other governments." The White House ordered the CIA to "intensify use

of liaison and other intelligence capabilities and also to develop plans and capability to

pre-empt groups and individuals planning strikes against US interests." Meanwhile DOD

was expected to "maintain and further develop capabilities to deal with the spectrum of

threat options."

As part of this initiative, the Reagan administration submitted a package of four

anti-terrorism bills to Congress. Two of the bills provided for the full implementation of

the ICAO conventions of 1971. This had been one of the objectives of the Ribicoff anti-

terrorism measure that had died in the Congress in 1979. One bill would allow the

payment of rewards to individuals who provided useful information in the struggle

against terrorism. The fourth bill would extend federal jurisdiction by criminalizing the

training or support to groups or states that engaged in international terrorism.

Finally, with these bills headed to Congress, the Administration undertook a

public awareness campaign about terrorism. Secretary Shultz launched the campaign in

late April with a muscular speech in which he vowed that the Administration would be

taking the fight to the terrorists. The years of reactive, episodic counterterrorism were

said to be over.

As the Reagan administration undertook this effort in the winter of 1984 to

tighten its approach to terrorism, the White House made a decision that sent an entirely

different message to terrorists in the Middle East. After weeks of assuring the American

people that the United States would steadfastly support the mission of the Multinational

57 "NSDD of April 3, 1984 on Combatting Terrorism," in MacFarlane to Meese, "Background Material on
Terrorism," 15 August 1984, National Security Archive, CT Microfiche.
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Force in Lebanon, on 7 February 1984 Admiral Poindexter read a statement from the

President indicating that US marines were to be "redeployed" out of Beirut.58 Hizb'allah

had achieved at least one of its political goals.

By signing an NSDD, the President is signaling that a policy has become a matter of

great importance for the US government. Despite the apparent high-level concern, below

the surface the NSDD produced little immediate change in how the US government

combated terrorism. Congress was slow to consider the anti-terrorism package and the

Administration did not push its package very hard. The CIA was due to report to the

NSPG on May 31 1984, how it would go on "active defense" against international

terrorism and may well have reported but there were no structural changes implemented

at Langley to improve the flow of information on terrorism either within headquarters or

between the CIA and other agencies. David Whipple remained National Intelligence

Officer for Counterterrorism, a job that still carried no operational responsibilities.

Whipple controlled no agents or covert actions; nor did he have full access to the

operational reporting in the Directorate of Operations. Terrorism remained a secondary

matter at CIA.

The same was true at the FBI. NSDD 138 did not alter the way in which

information flowed to the Bureau; nor did it provide the Bureau with greater investigative

powers or effect new border or visa controls which would have helped the FBI do its job

better. "There was nothing revolutionary in it," recalls Oliver "Buck" Revell, who as the

Assistant Director for Criminal Investigations, was the FBI's point man for

Counterterrorism in the Reagan years.59

58 Timberg, The Nightingale's Song, p. 342.
59 Interview with Oliver Revell, 31 January 2004.
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A Third Beirut Bombing

A third suicide bombing in seventeen months against a major US target in Beirut revealed

the limitations of NSDD 138. On September 11,1984, the Security Section of the

Department of State sent an alert to all Near Eastern and South Asian Diplomatic Posts.

Three days earlier an anonymous caller told a Western press service in Beirut that Islamic

Jihad would "strike very shortly at 'a key American interest in the Middle East' in

retaliation for a US veto at the United Nations of a resolution criticizing Israel for

violating civil rights in southern Lebanon. The caller hinted at a suicide attack, saying

that Islamic Jihadists were ready "to sacrifice their lives to destroy an American or

Zionist institution, even of secondary importance."60

State had little precise information to provide its diplomats. "The shadowy nature

of this umbrella organization," Washington explained, "does not lend itself to much post-

specific analysis." CIA could add very little. In its alert, which it sent on September 20 as

part of a longer report on terrorism, the Agency reported that Islamic Jihad was 'a cover

name for a variety of radical pro-Iranian groups and individuals. Although the

authenticity of this latest threat is difficult to assess it is an undoubtedly accurate

reflection of the sentiment generated by the US veto."61

The bombing took place later that day. In an attack reminiscent of what had

occurred in October 1983, a truck filled with explosives rammed into the US embassy

annex in West Beirut, killing 2 US citizens, 7 Lebanese Embassy employees and between

14 Lebanese bystanders.62

The NSC staff convened a meeting of the Terrorist Incident Working Group at

10:00 a.m. on September 21 to review the intelligence and discuss what options the

United States had.63 The group was discouraged. It was the third time that a US

installation had been bombed in Lebanon in less than a year. Referring to weapons

carried by Marine guards at the entrances to US residences abroad, one member

60 Cable, SecState to Field, 11 September 1984, National Security Archive.
61 CIA report, "alert items," 20 September 1984, National Security Archive.
62 Stephen Engleberg, "US Ship Was Set For Lebanon Raid: Official Says Aircraft Carrier Was Prepared to
Counter Anti-American Terror," The New York Times, 27 November 1984; Vice President's Task Force
on Combatting Terrorism, Terror Group Profiles, Amsterdam: Fredonia Books, 2002, p. 17.
63 Information on this meeting comes from the notes taken by Oliver North. See entry for September 21,
1984, North Notebooks, National Security Archive.
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lamented, "M-16s should not be our first and last line of defense." The group was

equally dismayed at the ineffectiveness of the Lebanese army which was also supposed to

protect diplomatic residences in Beirut.

Information on what had happened was coming in slowly. As yet it was not

certain who was responsible. Given the assumption of US intelligence that Islamic Jihad

was not "a distinct organization with identifiable leaders," the fact that Islamic Jihad took

responsibility was practically meaningless.64 The explosive used had been the equivalent

of 200 kg but the make of it, which would provide a signature of sorts for the

investigators, had not yet been determined.

Even without a clear idea of who was responsible, the Administration proceeded

on the diplomatic front on the assumption that Hizb'allah was guilty. Assistant Secretary

of State for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs Richard Murphy was already prepared

to raise the issue of the bombing with the Syrians. Syrian forces controlled the Bekaa

Valley, a sanctuary used by Hizb'allah. State was also thinking of sending longtime

diplomatic trouble-shooter UN ambassador Vernon Walters to Syria.

The fact that Hizb'allah held three American hostages complicated the retaliation.

In May 1984, guerrillas had abducted Reverend Benjamin Weir. Weir joined CNN

journalist Jeremy Levin and CIA official William Buckley in captivity [Frank Regier had

escaped from his captors in April 1984]. McFarlane's deputy, Admiral John Poindexter

worried about the risks to the hostages of launching a retaliatory strike, "If we can

determine who, and if [the] decision is taken to respond, what [would be the] effect on

the hostages?" The US intelligence community had lost track of Buckley, Levin and

Weir. North, who attended the meeting, noted, "No precise info on Buckley et al. within

last 2 weeks."

This diplomacy involved carrots as well as sticks for the Lebanese islamicists.

The Algerians were gently exploring with the Kuwaitis, under the approving eye of the

United States, the possibility that Kuwait would exchange the Dawa prisoners that it held

in jail following the December 1983 bombings for the three US hostages. The CIA

representative at the meeting agreed that it was hard to predict how Hizbollah would

respond to US signaling, "[They] are not known for logic." The only general conclusion

64 CIA report, 25 September 1984, "The Islamic Jihad," National Security Archive.
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came in the form of a comment from one participant, "Life [just became] more

difficult."65

Within a day or so of the incident, Oliver North brought some disquieting news to

Admiral Poindexter about an intelligence failure.66 A contact of his at the CIA, Charles

Allen, had discovered that before the attack - at a time when the State Department was

already primed for an attack against a facility in the Middle East ~ the imagery analysts

at CIA had very suggestive satellite photographs of the Sheik Abdullah Barracks. One

could see in the photograph an array of oil drums that mimicked the layout of the streets

and the concrete barriers, or chicane, in front of the US embassy annex.67 Still

discernible in the sand were the tire tracks evidently from dry runs that the suicide

bombers took in preparation for the attack. The Barracks was the site that the US had

intended to strike in November 1983. The French had hit it but in the intervening months

the Iranians Hizbollah had reconstructed it. It had remained a US intelligence target.

The bombing of the US embassy annex occurred as President Reagan was running

for re-election. He was on a campaign swing through the Midwest and had no idea of this

imagery from the Bekaa valley. In Milwaukee Reagan allowed his frustration at the event

in Beirut get the better of him. hi answer to a question from a student at Bowling Green

University in Ohio, Reagan blamed the lack of warning before the most recent suicide-

bombing in Beirut on the "near destruction of our intelligence capability" in the Carter

years. He characterized the view of the CIA under Carter's appointee Admiral Stansfield

Turner as "Well, spying is somehow dishonest and let's get rid of our intelligence agents,

and we that to a large extent.. .We're feeling the effects today."68

When he returned from this campaign trip, President Reagan headed into

meetings to discuss what to do about Hizb'allah's latest outrage. McFarlane and the State

Department's Coordinator for Combating Terrorism Robert Oakley outlined a new kind

of enemy, who was fanatical and could not be deterred by the idea of death. Oakley was

65 Entry for September 21, 1984, North Notebooks, National Security Archive.
66 George Shultz recalled that this intelligence came to his attention on September 22. See Shultz, Turmoil
and Triumph, pp. 647-648; Poindexter cannot recall when North told him about it. Interview with Admiral
Poindexter, 17 February 2004. Oliver North recalls that the information was available before the attack.
Conversation with Oliver North, 28 May 2004.
67 George Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, p. 648. Interview with Admiral Poindexter, November 24, 2003.
68 Francis X. Clines, "Intelligence Cuts by Predecessors Had a Role in Blast, Reagan says," The New York
Times, 27 September 1984.
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just back from a quick survey trip to Beirut. Behind these men stood Iran who financed

the Lebanese Shia. Iranian Republic Guard units trained the groups known as Islamic

Jihad at camps in the Syrian-controlled Bekaa valley.69

The talk of what the United States could not do was getting the President's Irish

up. "Why the hell can't we tell the Syrians to send the Iranians home?" asked an

annoyed Reagan. Oakley, reported on Murphy's work in Damascus, tried to reassure the

President that the bombing represented "a good chance to split" the Syrians and the

Iranians.

Given the imagery intelligence, the NSC staff recognized that it had been a

mistake for Reagan to criticize the Carter administration for the lack of warning before

this bombing. After all, in this instance even without human sources the US government

had had what it needed to avert a terrorist attack. On September 28, the NSC put together

a summary for President Reagan of all intelligence that pointed to Hizballah's

"complicity" in the Embassy bombing.70 This is when Reagan probably saw the overhead

photographs of the mockup at the barracks for the first time.

After getting the report, President Reagan called former President Carter at his

home in Plains, Georgia "to explain his remarks." Carter had already publicly described

Reagan's statement at Bowling Green as "personally insulting and ... gross."71 "I

certainly did not suggest that your administration was the cause of that happening at the

Embassy in Beirut," said Reagan to Carter. Reagan certainly did not tell Carter what the

administration had known in advance; but neither he nor the NSC staff informed

Secretary Shultz that the CIA had not adequately warned the State Department. Twenty

years later, upon hearing that this information had been available to some in the US

government before the bombing, Shultz explained, "this comes as a shock to me."72

69 Notes, 0920 meeting with President, re: Beirut Bombing, 27 September 1984, Oliver North Notebooks,
National Security Archive.
70 Memo, Philip A. Dur to McFarlane, "A summary of the intelligence on the September 20, 1984 arrack on
the Beirut Embassy," 28 September 1984, National Security Archive. Dur suggested that McFarlane send
the memo "Lebanon: The Hizballah" to President Reagan.
71 David Hoffman, "Reagan Telephones Carter on Beirut Remarks," 29 September 1984, The Washington
Post.
72 Telcon with George Shultz, 3 March 2004.
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Despite the Administration's public commitment to an aggressive policy and the

frustration of all of the principals with Islamic Jihad, there was a disagreement over

whether it made sense to retaliate. The more Robert McFarlane learned about Hizb'allah,

the less confident he was that a military strike against them made sense. "If we respond

against Hizbollah (sic)," he argued, "our actions could very well drive the Shias into

more of a frenzy." Believing that the diplomatic track with Syria might prove useful,

McFarlane also warned that "a response could very slow down ... [Syrian] efforts to

restrain Iranians in Lebanon."73

McFarlane made these comments at a meeting of the NSPG on October 3, 1984,

to discuss possible military action against Hizb'allah. George Shultz, who knew about the

Imagery intelligence implicating Hizb'allah, did not have these concerns. While agreeing

that a reprisal might increase the threat of future attacks, the Secretary of State believed

that "there is a net-plus to taking action against Hizb'allah."

Reagan had the most thoughtful position of anyone at the table that day. "Pure

retaliation is not our objective," he told his advisors. Reagan explained that he was more

interested in preventing future attacks than in revenge. "We believe they are planning

new attacks. [And] the question is whether a strike will deter future attacks." Reagan

also wondered about the political cost both at home and abroad from an attack. "There

will be a big outcry of criticism from many quarters." First of all, it was now three weeks

since the bombing. And the President had to assume that some US planes would be lost

in the attack. Finally, Reagan was also thinking about the possibility of losing other

Americans, too. Even this early in the Beirut hostage drama, the fate of the individuals

held by Islamic Jihad weighed on the President.

Reagan's heart was clearly in going after the terrorists and he kept his mind open

to a military strike, if someone could persuade him that it would lead to a decrease in

future terrorism. When the Secretary of Defense offered that he could not see how an

attack would have "a major impact on Hizbollah (sic)," Reagan played devil's advocate

to force his advisors to think harder before Weinberger and McFarlane won the debate

with Shultz. Reagan agreed that "he did not see an attack as having much impact on the

73 Minutes, NSPG Meeting, 3 October 1984, "Response to Terrorist Activity in Lebanon," NSArch-CT. All
direct quotations from the discussion come from this document.
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suicide drivers." But, he asked, "would it affect the thinking of the leadership: Wouldn't

an attack slow things down?"

Predictably, Shultz told the President that he was sure that it would deter the

leadership; and Weinberger said that there was really no way of knowing. All the

advisors could give Reagan were opinions. No one knew enough about the innerworkings

of Hizb'allah, let alone of Iran, to provide meaningful answers.

When McFarlane tried to wrap up the meeting with a presidential directive that

"we should be prepared and ready if there is another attack," Shultz noted angrily, "this is

what we said after the last attack." Reagan understood Shultz's frustration but he

reminded his Secretary of State that the goal of US policy was to "reduce the capability

of Hizbollah (sic) and not in revenge." As if anyone needed to be reminded, Reagan said

that "his overriding interest [was] in securing the release of the hostages."

Shultz left that meeting disappointed at the direction that the Administration was

heading. As time passed the possibility of a military response would fade. Three weeks

later, probably sensing that the Administration was on the verge of squandering its first

opportunity to showcase NSDD 138, Shultz decided to take the debate outside the

confines of the NSPG. On October 25, he said in a speech at the Park Avenue

Synagogue in New York City that the United States should not become "the Hamlet of

Nations, worrying endlessly over whether and how to respond."74 To anyone familiar

with the discussions inside the White House Situation Room, Shultz's speech came

across as a subtle rebuke of Ronald Reagan, who had taken issue with Shultz's off-hand

assessment that attacking Hizbollah would be a "net-plus" for the United States.

Shultz knew that the White House would not be happy with the Park Avenue

Synagogue speech. "The draft had been circulated around the government in

Washington," Shultz recalled later.75 And the response was almost uniformly negative.

"Calls began coming in complaining that I was going too far." The most important

arrived just before he was to speak, as he was finishing dinner at the home of his host,

Rabbi Judith Nadich. It was from the Vice President's office. Shultz was told that Bush

was "unhappy" with the speech. It was too belligerent. The caller complained on behalf

74 Stephen Engleberg, "US Ship Was set for Lebanon Raid," The New York Times, 27 November 1984.
75 Shultz, pp. 648-649.
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of the Vice President that Shultz was presenting his policy preference as if this were the

policy of the US government. Bush's aide reminded Shultz that this was not what had

been decided at the NSPG earlier in the month. Shultz dismissed these criticisms. He

believed there was nothing in his speech that contradicted the spirit of NSDD 138, which

was the charter of the new US approach to counterterrorism. So, he gave it anyway

President Reagan was not prepared to comment on Shultz's speech the next day.

Instead it was again up to the Vice President to remind the Secretary of State that he was

moving ahead of policy. While campaigning in Cincinnati, Bush took issue with Shultz's

characterization of US counterterrorism strategy. "I think you have got to pinpoint the

source of the attack," said Bush, "We are not going to go out and bomb innocent civilians

or something of that nature." Bush was remarkably candid and although it is unclear

whether he was acting on the request of the President his words accurately reflected

Reagan's own thinking on the problem. When asked whether the Administration had

come to an agreement on when to retaliate, Bush added, "Not to terrorism, generally."

The Government, he said, "has great difficulty in fine tuning retaliation."76

The disagreement between Shultz and the White House gave the Secretary of

Defense an opening to set the ground rules for the use of military force in low-intensity

conflicts like counterterrorism. He used a speech at the National Press Club that fall to

introduce the so-called "Weinberger doctrine," or "Capgun doctrine" as it was known by

detractors, which established six conditions governing the use of US military force in

combat overseas:

a) The challenge should be vital to our national interest.

b) Forces should only be committed overwhelmingly and "with the clear intention of

winning"

c) Forces should be used in support of "clearly defined political and military objectives."

Only forces sufficient to achieve those objectives should be sent.

d) The relationship between US objectives and the forces deployed should be constantly

reassessed.

76 Bernard Gwertzman, "Bush Challenges Shultz's Position on Terror Policy," The New York Times, 27
October 1984.
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e) Before the US commits forces overseas "there must be some reasonable assurance we

will have the support of the American people."

f) The use of US forces "should be a last resort."77

In the last days of October the White House foreign policy apparatus seemed to be

coming apart over the issue of how to respond to Hizb'allah. Shultz's public challenge

revealed the chasm between Reagan's public posturing against foreign terrorists and his

private qualms about retaliation. Admiral Arthur Moreau, General Vessey's assistant at

the JCS, called Oliver North to complain that the NSPG meeting on October 30 was "a

disaster." "McFarlane," he said, "was losing [his] grip on [the] process."78

The October 30 meeting was the low point in the Administration's response to the

September bombing. The next day, McFarlane tried to restore order to the process. He

wanted the agencies and departments to cooperate in crafting a policy that reflected the

President's priorities. The emphasis of US counterterrorism in Lebanon would have two

objectives: a) reducing the capabilities of Hizb'allah to prevent future attacks; and b)

securing the release of the hostages. The solution to the disagreement over using overt

means was to choose covert action instead.

On October 31, 1984, the deputies committee, the CPPG, discussed funding and

training the Lebanese Army, so that it could go after Hizbollah. Following the meeting,

the NSC staff drafted a National Security Decision Directive for President Reagan's

signature that authorized military and intelligence assistance to the Lebanese

government.79 The next morning, McFarlane, Shultz, Weinberger, Vessey and Casey

participated in a secure conference call to discuss the NSDD. After reading over the

NSDD, McFarlane asked for the approval of the other principals before forwarding it to

the President.80 He got it. Whereas they disagreed on the role that overt military action

77 Weinberger, Fighting for Peace, pp. 441-442. Weinberger gave this speech on 28 November 1984.
78 Note, 30 October 1984, "1800 Call from Adm Moreau," Oliver North Notebooks, National Security
Archive.
79 North and Dur to McFarlane, "National Security Decision Directive (NSDD) on Support to the
Government of Lebanon in Planning for Counter-Terrorist Operations," 31 October 1984, National
Security Archive.
80 Note, INovember 1984, Oliver North Notebooks, National Security Archive.
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would play, Shultz and Weinberger agreed on the need to explore the use of covert means

to achieve these goals. On November 2, President Reagan signed NSDD 149.81

On November 10, the CPPG met in the situation room to discuss the covert

dimension of this new program. As part of its program of supporting the Lebanese

government, the US would train and equip Lebanese 'hit men" who would be responsible

for tracking down the people responsible for the terrorist attacks on US facilities and the

abduction of the three US citizens. State and the CIA expressed some concern about this

plan, which originated with the NSC staff.82 Robert Oakley and Clair George, the CIA's

Deputy Director for Operations, wanted greater assurances that the United States would

be able to control how these men used their training and all of the equipment. At their

suggestion, the Pentagon agreed to send members of the Joint Special Forces command to

inspect these men. Despite the concerns raised by State and the CIA representative on the

CPPG, Reagan signed an intelligence finding for this operation on November 10.83

US counterterrorism was taking a turn for the covert. Since the bombing of the

Marine Barracks the Reagan administration had been embroiled in a debate over whether

military retaliation was the most effective response to international terrorism.

Bureaucratic obstructionism by the Pentagon and the President's own reasonable doubts

had prevented any real test of the military option. In now opting to use spies, hitmen, and

saboteurs the Administration seemed momentarily unified in its approach to terrorism.

A few days after easily winning re-election on November 4, 1984, President Reagan

asked Bud McFarlane to stay on as his National Security Advisor for the second term.

McFarlane was unusually straightforward to the President about the problems he saw. "I

must tell you, Mr. President," he said, ""we do not have a team in national security

affairs." Citing the intense disagreements between Shultz and Weinberger, McFarlane

explained that the effect was "to create paralysis."

81 McFarlane to VP Bush et al., "National Security Decision Directive Support to the Government of
Lebanon for Counter-terrorist Operations," 2 November 1984, National Security Archive.
82 Interview with Robert Oakley, 7 February 2004.
83 Note on TIWG meeting, 10 November 1984, Oliver North Notebooks, National Security Archive.
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The most recent example had been the debate over what to do after the bombing

of the US embassy annex. Reagan seemed to understand but could provide no particular

solution. He liked both men and though he intended to look to Shultz as his principal

advisor on foreign policy; he respected Weinberger's opinion. "So what I want you to do

is just make it work."84 McFarlane stayed on and would try to make the system work.

84 Robert Timberg, The Nightingale's Song, (NY: Simon & Schuster, 1995), p.359.
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